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Dynamic Regret Avoidance

By Michele Fioretti, Alexander Vostroknutov, and Giorgio Coricelli

In a stock market experiment, we examine how regret avoidance influences the decision to sell an asset while its price changes over time. Participants know beforehand whether they will observe the future prices after they sell the asset or not. Without future prices, participants are affected only by regret about previously observed high prices (past regret), but when future prices are available, they also avoid regret about expected after-sale high prices (future regret). Moreover, as the relative sizes of past and future regret change, participants dynamically switch between them. This demonstrates how multiple reference points dynamically influence sales. (JEL C91, G12, G41)

Regret is a negative emotion, associated with an action or inaction, that is experienced when one wishes that another choice would have been made. Regret avoidance was found to be an important factor in many empirical studies on topics ranging from heart disease prevention in health economics (Boeri et al. 2013) to auctions (Filiz-Ozbay and Ozbay 2007; Hayashi and Yoshimoto 2016), financial markets (Fogel and Berry 2006; Frydman, Hartzmark, and Solomon 2018; Frydman and Camerer 2016), portfolio and pension scheme selection (Muermann, Mitchell, and Volkman 2006; Hazan and Kale 2015), and currency hedging (Michenaud and Solnik 2008).

Apart from the empirical applications, regret avoidance has been studied both theoretically (Bell 1982; Loomes and Sugden 1982; Skiadas 1997; Sarver 2008; Hayashi 2008; Bikhchandani and Segal 2014; Leung and Halpern 2015; Qin 2015; Buturak* 2016).
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and Evren 2017) and experimentally (Coricelli et al. 2005; Camille et al. 2004; Zeelenberg 1999; Bleichrodt, Cillo, and Diecidue 2010; Strack and Viefers 2021). Even though many aspects of regret avoidance were considered in these studies, their focus is mainly on static problems where a single decision is made that can be affected by the information about possible counterfactual outcomes. Such problems are important since many real-life decisions, like buying a house or a pension plan, fit into this setting. Nevertheless, many interesting phenomena that involve regret have dynamic nature, the stock market being one important example. These situations are characterized by the presence of the time dimension: a decision or decisions should be made given some past information and/or expectations of the future, both of which change as time unfolds. Regret, in this case, also becomes a dynamic variable that is reevaluated in each time period. More importantly, there emerge the concepts of past and future regret. A choice is influenced by past regret when an action taken today increases the chances of bringing about a desirable outcome that was observed in the past. Future regret involves taking actions that prevent missing the opportunity of achieving a desirable expected future outcome. For example, in financial markets, the decision to sell an asset might depend on the highest observed price in the past (past regret), but traders might also think about the hypothetical counterfactual situation in which they sell an asset today and regret doing it later because the price went up (future regret) and adjust their behavior to avoid such circumstances.

In this paper, we investigate how past and future regret influence choices in a controlled experimental setting similar to a stock market. Our main interest is to understand how different elements of the dynamic situation interact and influence behavior: in our case, the decision to sell an asset. In particular, we are interested in the following questions: (i) How strongly does the avoidance of past and future regret influence the choice to sell? (ii) Is there an interaction between past and future regret? Does one become stronger or weaker in the presence of the other?

In our experiment, reminiscent of those reported in Oprea, Friedman, and Anderson (2009); Oprea (2014); and Strack and Viefers (2021), participants take part in a series of “stock markets”: they observe how the price changes in real time and choose when to sell an asset that they own. Participants make choices in two types of markets. In some markets, they do not see the future price of the asset after they made their selling decision. In other markets, they do see the future price. Participants are always informed beforehand about the type of the market they are in. This setup allows us to analyze past and future regret and their interaction. In both conditions, past regret can potentially influence participants’ decisions to sell the asset since the price history is observable. At the same time, we are able to see whether access to the prices after selling has an effect on decision-making (future regret). More importantly, our design makes it possible to use structural modeling and estimate the parameters of a utility specification that includes past and future regret components in a dynamic discrete choice setting (e.g., Rust 1987; Hotz and Miller 1993).

We find that participants are influenced by the observable past prices and do behave differently depending on whether they know that the future prices will or will not be observed after they sell the asset. Our evidence that participants keep the asset to make the effect of past regret smaller or absent confirms the results of
the recent studies that focus on past regret only (Gneezy 2005; Strack and Viefers 2021). We go further and consider the possibility that agents keep the asset longer when they know that they can observe future prices and expect them to be high, as compared to the case when they know they will not observe future prices. Our data show that information about the availability of the prices after selling indeed has this expected effect on the decision to sell. More importantly, when the participants know that they will not observe future prices, their choices to sell are not affected by future regret avoidance. In addition, we find that individual risk preferences also play a role in the selling decisions. However, their effect on choice is secondary to regret avoidance and does not influence the estimates of the regret parameters.

Estimates of the parameters of a regret-averse utility function obtained from a dynamic discrete choice model suggest that the effects of the past and future regret are not simply additive. We demonstrate that there is an interaction between past and future regret in the utility, which would not be possible to identify with simple regression analysis. Past and future regret are not complements but rather lessen the effects of one another. This happens because, while both regret components of the utility function are negative, the interaction term offsets the effect of the smaller one. We call this phenomenon a substitution effect between past and future regret. At each point in time, participants’ selling choices are not influenced by both types of regret at once but are rather guided by the one that is stronger. This also implies that depending on the circumstances, the behavior on the market can be either past or future oriented.

Our findings demonstrate that individuals incorporate past and future regret into the utility function in dynamic settings and that they are able to extract and update complex counterfactual information about the changing environment and integrate it into the decision process.

I. The Experiment

The data were collected in a behavioral experiment in which participants were presented with a series of mini stock markets. Each participant observed the graph of a market price as it gradually changed in time in 0.8-second intervals and had to decide when to sell an “asset” (see Figure 1). For the first 15 periods, participants could only observe the price. Then, in period 15, they were forced to buy an asset at the current price. The point of entry was marked with a vertical red line. The market price kept changing until participants decided to sell the asset (marked with a blue line on the graph). In case no selling decision was made, the market continued until its closure in period 50, at which point participants were forced to sell. The profit was equal to the selling price minus the entry price (price in period 15) so that participants could actually lose money (each participant received a €10 fee that covered her in the case of a loss).

¹We included 15 initial nonchoice periods following Frydman and Camerer (2016), who also included nonchoice periods in a similar design to allow participants to experience the price variation within a market before making any decisions. Not including these periods can lead to a situation where participants stay in the market simply because they want to learn more about the price and not because of regret avoidance.
In each market, the price followed a stochastic mean reverting process defined by $y_{t+1} = \alpha y_t + (1 - \alpha) \theta$, where $\alpha = 0.6$, $y_t$ is the price in period $t$, and $\theta$ is an identically and independently distributed random variable (uniform between €0 and €10). Participants were informed about the process that generated the price and made selling decisions in six training markets without payment, which allowed them to see the examples of the price dynamics and get used to the interface (the market prices used in the experiment are graphed in online Appendix A.5).

Each participant made selling decisions, which could be of two types, in 48 different markets. In some markets (No Info condition, left picture in Figure 1), participants knew from the beginning that after they sell the asset, they will not see the future price. In the Info condition (right picture in Figure 1), participants knew from the beginning that after selling the asset, they will observe the evolution of the price until the market closure in period 50. This information was shown in the upper-left corner of the graph from period 1 onward (INFO DOPO means “info after”). The markets were presented in a random order that was generated independently for each participant. Half of the markets were presented in the No Info condition and half in the Info condition. The sequence of conditions was also randomized. After the markets, the participants were presented with an incentivized Holt-Laury task (Holt and Laury 2002) and a questionnaire. Overall, 154 participants took part in the experiment in 9 sessions. The average earnings in the main task were €11.46. The experiment was programmed in z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007). The data and the analysis can be found at the data repository openicpsr-130441 (http://openicpsr.org/). Further details of the design can be found in online Appendix A.

II. Evidence of Regret Avoidance

In this section, we look at some summary statistics in order to compare the selling behavior to the no-regret benchmark, and we report a regression analysis that shows the effects of past and future regret. This analysis can provide only crude estimates of how the current market state influences the choices to sell, since it is
static in nature and does not take into account the dynamic structure of the markets. Nevertheless, it does demonstrate how the participants react to past and expected future prices. We start with a comparison of the behavior of our participants with the optimal choice of a risk-neutral regret-free agent who should sell the asset whenever the price rises above a certain threshold that depends on the number of periods left in the market. The dynamic stopping problem that describes optimal choices is formulated in online Appendix B.

We focus on the class of CRRA utilities $U(y) = (y^{1-\rho} - 1)/(1 - \rho)$, where $y$ is a selling price, and numerically evaluate the optimal policy prescribed by the dynamic program from online Appendix B. Figure 2 illustrates the optimal policies for five values of the risk parameter $\rho$ (both risk loving and risk averse). It is optimal for the agent to sell the asset if the price is above the shown thresholds. The figure demonstrates that risk-loving agents (with $\rho < 0$) optimally sell the asset at higher prices than risk-averse agents ($\rho > 0$). Notice, however, that the effect of risk preferences on the optimal threshold is rather small. The threshold is virtually the same in period 16 for risk-loving and risk-averse agents, and in period 49, the threshold changes from €4.7 ($\rho = 0.7$) to €5.3 ($\rho = -1$). This implies that we should not expect any strong behavioral effects to stem from the heterogeneity in risk preferences.

In order to compare the behavior of participants with this benchmark, we consider selling decisions at relatively high prices, since participants’ choices coincide with the model prediction to keep the asset when the prices are low. Figure 3 summarizes selling decisions in situations when the participants had a choice to sell

\[2\] We consider the values of $\rho$ in the interval $[-1, 0.7]$ following Strack and Viefers (2021), who found that the estimates of CRRA risk coefficients for their subjects lie in this interval.
and the price was above the optimal selling threshold (of a risk-neutral agent). If our participants chose in accordance with the predictions of the no-regret utility model, they would have sold the asset in all these cases. We observe that even at the tenth decile of the price distribution, there is a large deviation from the optimal strategy: participants do not sell the asset in 34 percent of the cases. When we look at the prices below €6.3 (first decile), we see that the asset is kept in 80 percent of the cases when it actually should have been sold, a huge discrepancy with the predictions of the standard model. Still, the deviations from the standard model can, in principle, be noise artifacts. To falsify this idea, we run a logit and an OLS regression where the dependent variable is the decision to keep the asset and the independent variable is the current price (conditional on being above the optimal threshold). We find a significant negative trend in the probability to keep the asset (logit coefficient $-0.71$, OLS coefficient $-0.16$). This shows that the differences in proportions are not random and are higher for lower prices. Finally, to get an idea about the between-subject differences in behavior, we plot on Figure C4 in online Appendix C the distribution of participants by their proportion of missed optimal sales calculated for each participant separately. We see that there are very few participants who are close to the proportion of zero predicted by the no-regret model. Only around 5 percent of participants keep the asset when it should be sold in less than 30 percent of cases; everyone else keeps the asset in more than 30 percent of cases. This demonstrates that very few participants, if any, are behaving in accordance with the no-regret model.

**Figure 3. The Proportion of Times the Participants Decided to Keep the Asset**

*Notes:* The participants keep the asset despite the current price being greater than the optimal selling threshold of the risk-neutral regret-free agent. Observations are grouped by deciles. The solid line at zero shows the proportion of missed sales expected from the rational no-regret agent. The spikes are $\pm 1$ SE.
This evidence suggests that the participants mostly keep the asset in situations when the standard model predicts that it should be sold. One potential explanation of this effect is loss aversion. Suppose that participants suffer some additional fixed disutility from having negative profit (selling the asset at a price lower than the entry price). This can, in principle, make them keep the asset longer in order to make a positive profit. However, in our data, the correlation between the entry and selling prices is very small (Spearman’s $\rho = 0.058$, $p < 0.001$). Moreover, in Figure 3, the average proportion of missed sales over all price deciles is 0.58. If we only look at the data points where participants would have made positive profit by selling, this proportion drops to 0.48, which is only 10 percent less. This means that when participants should sell the asset according to the no-regret model and can make positive profit, they still do not do it in 48 percent of the cases. All this evidence suggests that loss aversion is not a good candidate for explaining the data. Moreover, it does not predict any difference between the Info and No Info conditions, which we report below.

We hypothesize that the observed behavior is driven by the desire to minimize regret, which can arise in our dynamic setting due to two kinds of (counterfactual) comparisons between the outcome of a current choice (i.e., realized price) and past or future peaks. One possibility is that the decision-maker can take all observable past prices and form an expectation using this information about how high the price can go. In this case, she avoids what we call past regret by keeping the asset if the past information suggests that the price can increase further. We propose that the decision-maker focus on the highest price in the past, or past peak, to form this expectation. The past peak is calculated as the highest price achieved up to the current period. Another possibility is that the decision-maker anticipates regret from knowing that a higher price can be attained in case postsale prices are observable (the Info condition). So the decision-maker avoids future regret when she keeps the asset longer due to expectations that the price can increase after she sells it. Importantly, unlike the past prices that are always observable, future regret should only be relevant if the decision-maker knows that the future prices will be revealed, because there is no possibility to experience regret due to higher future prices otherwise (the No Info condition). Similarly to the past regret, we assume that the decision-maker uses the future expected highest price (future peak) as a reference point in this case. The future peak is computed as the expectation over the maximum price that can be achieved in all future paths (see Section III for details).

To test the idea that the past peak influences the decision to sell, we examine the selling rates. Overall, participants sell the asset in 51 percent of the situations when

---

3 Gneezy (2005) shows in a setting similar to ours that the past peak is a more plausible reference point than the purchase price.

4 Under the standard definition, regret is elicited by the counterfactual comparison between the outcome of the chosen and the outcome of a foregone option. This suggests that the definition of past regret should exclude the first 15 nonchoice periods in the experiment. However, in our specific setting related to the stock market, the decision-maker can form better price expectations when using all observable past prices regardless of whether they are before or after period 15. Thus, providing price information for the first 15 periods allows the decision-maker to anticipate regret based on past information starting already from her first choice in period 16. In our setting, extending the standard definition of regret to include the first 15 nonchoice periods is crucial to identify how past regret affects sales.
the price goes above the past peak (i.e., it is a new peak). If we look only at the cases when the price is above the optimal threshold of the risk-neutral agent without regret, then the selling rate becomes 71 percent at the new peak and 35 percent when the price is not the new peak. This provides evidence that the past peak has an influence on the decisions to sell even when the standard model unambiguously predicts only sales. To see the importance of the past peak for the decision to sell, consider Figure 4, panel A. We group the new past peaks by how high they are and find that when the new past peak is above 8, selling happens in 71 percent of the cases; in the range [7, 8], 63 percent; in the range [6, 7], 30 percent; and in the range [5, 6], 2.6 percent. Notice that the percentages of selling when the price is in the same intervals but is not a new peak are 46 percent, 32 percent, 14 percent, and 3.4 percent, respectively—much lower values. Figure C5 in online Appendix C shows the same graph restricted to observations above the optimal threshold in the standard model. The influence of the past peak is unchanged. Thus, the difference in sale rates cannot be explained by the standard theory; we need to consider past peaks in order to explain our data.

To show the influence of the future peak on the decisions to sell, we notice that the future expected highest price is decreasing in time, since early in the market, there are plenty of opportunities for the price to rise, whereas when there are only few periods left, the price cannot go much higher than its current level. Therefore, future regret, which is proportional to the future peak, should be highest in early periods and decrease later on. If our participants are sensitive to future regret, we should observe a difference in selling behavior between the No Info and Info conditions in early periods. The two curves on Figure 4, panel B represent the cumulative ratio of the number of sales in the two conditions that are within 0.5 and 1 of the past peak. For each time period, this ratio exceeds 1, which implies that there are more decisions to sell in the No Info condition than in the Info condition. This effect is especially evident in the early periods. In the late periods, the number of selling
decisions becomes approximately the same. This provides first evidence that participants sell less often early on in the Info condition because of the possibility of future regret, which makes them keep the asset longer in order to reduce the disutility associated with it. Moreover, the ratio is higher for the sales that are €0.5 closer to the past peak than for the sales that are €1 closer. This is the case since in the No Info condition, being closer to the past peak implies higher probability of selling, whereas in the Info condition, the past peak is less salient due to the possibility of observing high prices after selling.

To investigate the influence of a larger set of variables on the decisions to sell, we run a series of logit regressions, shown in Table 1, with the dependent variable equal to 1 if a participant keeps the asset and 0 if she sells it. Notice that these regressions can provide only a simplified picture of the relationships in our data since they do not account for the time dependencies due to the Markovian nature of the price

Table 1—Random Effects logit Regression of the Choice to Keep the Asset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pr[choice = keep]</td>
<td>−0.497</td>
<td>−0.319</td>
<td>−0.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.146)</td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
<td>(0.134)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>−0.102</td>
<td>−0.125</td>
<td>−0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price^2</td>
<td>−0.088</td>
<td>−0.082</td>
<td>−0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>1.401</td>
<td>1.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.230)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
<td>(0.188)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future expected price</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.035)</td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past peak</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.071)</td>
<td>(0.084)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future expected peak</td>
<td>4.525</td>
<td>−1.955</td>
<td>−1.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.161)</td>
<td>(0.966)</td>
<td>(1.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future expected peak × info</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.675)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past peak × info</td>
<td>−0.209</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.065)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future expected peak × info</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.675)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info</td>
<td>4.525</td>
<td>−1.955</td>
<td>−1.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.161)</td>
<td>(0.966)</td>
<td>(1.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>112,137</td>
<td>112,137</td>
<td>112,137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Choice is 0 at the time the participant sells the asset and 1 otherwise. Observations are for all periods in all markets for all participants in which they made a choice (periods 16 to 49). Errors are clustered by participant and robust. The variable price refers to the current price; time is the period counter; future expected price refers to the expected price in period 50 given the current price, the number of periods left, and the price generating Markov process; past peak is the highest price observed before current period; future expected peak is the highest expected price given the current price and the number of periods left; and info is 1 if the condition is info and 0 otherwise. The descriptions of all variables can be found in online Appendix D.

Figure C6 in online Appendix C shows that the ratios starting from period 33 oscillate in the vicinity of 1.
evolution and the optimizing behavior of the participants. The main variables of interest are the market condition (info), the past peak, the future expected peak, and their interactions.\(^6\) We see that both past and future peaks significantly influence the probability to keep the asset (columns II and III): the higher they are, the longer the participants hold the asset. More importantly, in the Info condition, we see that the influence of the past peak decreases, and the influence of the future expected peak increases (interactions with the variable info, column III). This is consistent with our hypothesis that the possibility to observe prices after selling the asset makes participants more focused on the future. All these findings are in line with what the standard regret theories (e.g., Bell 1982; Loomes and Sugden 1982) would suggest in our setting. Namely, higher past and future expected peaks decrease the utility from selling the asset today, which results in the participants’ holding on to it longer. This happens because these peaks suggest where the price can potentially be in the future if the asset is kept, thus creating regret associated with selling it today.\(^7\)

We further investigate the decision to keep the asset by introducing more variables. The regressions reported in Table E2 in online Appendix E show a small but significant effect of the risk preferences, as estimated by the Holt and Laury task (Holt and Laury 2002), on the probability to keep the asset (variable hl). As risk aversion increases, the probability of keeping the asset goes down, which is consistent with the predictions of the no-regret model (online Appendix B). Nevertheless, risk preferences alone cannot account for the dependency of the selling choices on the market condition, the past price history, or future expected prices since all the interactions of the corresponding variables with hl are insignificant (regressions in columns V and VI). Finally, the regressions in Table E3 in online Appendix E show a significant effect of the market condition (Info versus No Info) in early periods. The probability of keeping the asset is higher in the Info condition (variable info × early, columns I and II), which is in line with future regret avoidance, as we explained above (Figure 4, panel B).

To summarize, we find some evidence that the decisions to sell are influenced by past regret avoidance (Figure 4, panel A and Table 1). We also find that in the Info condition, future peaks become more and past peaks less salient for the decision to keep the asset (Table 1), which is consistent with future regret avoidance. Finally, participants keep the asset longer in the early periods of the Info condition when future regret is the strongest (Figure 4, panel A and Table E3 in online Appendix E), suggesting an interaction between the two types of regret. These results, however, should be treated with caution. While the presence of past regret avoidance is unambiguous, given that past peaks are always observed by participants and are in a sense “tangible,” we cannot reliably conclude from the regression

\(^6\)See online Appendix D for the description of the variables used in the regressions and online Appendix F for the computation of highest expected future price.

\(^7\)We also make several observations about the control variables. The probability of selling increases with time (coefficient on time is negative). The negative coefficient on price suggests nonlinearity in response to price changes and increase in probability of selling as price increases. The positive coefficient on the future expected price—which is the expected price in period 50 given the current price, the number of periods left, and the price generating Markov process—shows that the selling behavior is modulated by future considerations. In particular, a higher expected price in the future makes participants keep the asset longer.
analysis that participants exhibit future regret avoidance, since the significant effect of the variable future expected peak can have other sources. Regressions do not account for the dynamic structure of the optimization problem and essentially just reveal correlations between the selling events and the corresponding states of the market. Therefore, the effect of the future expected peak can come from the attempts of participants to act upon some kind of future expectations, which may not imply that they try to avoid future regret. The same can be said about the possible interaction between past and future regret, the presence of which our data suggest: it can simply be an artifact of optimization with some considerations of the future. In order to resolve this issue, in the following sections, we formulate and provide estimates of the structural model, which allows us to explicitly separate the role of past and future regret from that of future expectations while taking into account the dynamic nature of the task.

III. Regret-Averse Utility Function

We start with defining the regret-averse utility function that is further used in the structural model. We hypothesize that the highest price in the past, or past peak, defined as $s_{p,t} = \max_{\tau \leq t} y_{\tau}$, is a reference point that our participants use to measure how well they are doing (as shown in Figure 4, panel A). This is a dynamic variable that changes when the price gets above the observed highest peak.\footnote{Notice that without regret, the optimal policy is to sell the asset whenever the price rises above the threshold in Figure 2 that depends only on the number of periods left. Thus, in the no-regret case, the selling decision is independent of any reference points.} We conjecture that given the current price, which is always less than or equal to $s_{p,t}$, the higher the past peak, the more negative the feeling of past regret should be. This implies that if an agent is influenced by past regret, her utility should be negatively proportional to $s_{p,t}$. This dependency, in its turn, influences the decision to keep the asset. This modeling choice is motivated by recent work (e.g., Gneezy 2005; Strack and Viefers 2021) that leverages on the saliency of the highest past price as the key measure of regret, allowing us to disregard other functions of past prices that could be used as reference points for past regret. Highest past prices were found to be important in trading decisions in financial markets. For example, in their analysis of the decision to exercise stock options, Heath, Huddart, and Lang (1999) found that exercising activity doubles when the current price attains the maximum level over the past year.

If participants are aware that they will observe prices even after selling the asset, they can anticipate a situation where the future price will exceed the selling price, which would lead to negative emotions that we call future regret. In this case, participants’ decisions to sell should be sensitive to the future expected highest price, which is a dynamic variable that depends on the current price and the number of periods left before the market closure. When this information is not available, the future regret should not play any role in the selling decisions since participants do not anticipate any negative emotions from observing high prices after selling.\footnote{A similar negative response was found in Cooke, Meyvis, and Schwartz (2001), where reported satisfaction scores were negatively correlated with the prices after the sale decision.} The
expectation of the highest future peak at time $t$, denoted by $s_{f,t}$, is a function of the price today and the number of periods left until the market closure. The variable $s_{f,t}$ is the expectation of the maximum price achievable in $T - t$ periods given the current price $y_t$ over all possible price paths. An agent sensitive to future regret should have a utility function that is negatively proportional to $s_{f,t}$, but only when the agent knows that the future prices will be observed.

As an additional observation, notice that given a fixed price $y_t$, $s_{f,t}$ is decreasing in $t$ because of the presence of a terminal period (see online Appendix F for the details). Conversely, $s_{p,t}$ is a weakly increasing function of time, since it is defined as a maximum of the past prices. This suggests that future regret should be dominant in early periods, while past regret should be in late periods. In order to make the utility specification more flexible and to be able to infer whether the current reference point is the highest price observed in the past, the expected highest price in the future, or a combination of these two variables, we add an interaction term to the utility function and specify it as follows:

\[
u \left( y_t, s_{p,t}, s_{f,t} \right) = \pi y_t - \omega s_{p,t} - \alpha s_{f,t} - \lambda s_{p,t} s_{f,t}.
\]

The interaction term can incorporate many types of dependencies between past and future regret. For example, if $\lambda > 0$, then past and future regret are complements, one reinforces the other. If $\lambda < 0$, then the two types of regret are substitutes, which means that the presence of one type makes the influence of the other one weaker.\(^{10}\)

The consumption part of the utility is given by $\pi y_t$, with $\pi \geq 0$.\(^{11}\) The disutility from past regret is captured by the second term with parameter $\omega$, and the disutility from future regret by the third term with parameter $\alpha$. The parameter $\lambda$ determines how past and future regret interact. The utility function in (1) offers a simple way to test our predictions: when $\omega = 0$, the decision of the agent does not depend on the past peak or on the future expected peak when $\alpha = \lambda = 0$. This means that the less the agent cares about past/future regret, the less his selling price is influenced by the past/future peak.\(^{12}\)

Our hypotheses stated above imply that $\omega$ should be positive. Note that $\alpha$ and $\lambda$ should be zero in the No Info condition, since future prices are not available (though participants can, in principle, calculate $s_{f,t}$ in this case and be influenced by it). In the Info condition, $\alpha$ should be positive, while the value of $\lambda$ in the Info condition can

---

\(^{10}\) Alternative specifications of the interaction term are possible. However, we use a parsimonious specification $s_{p,t}, s_{f,t}$ because it allows identification of $\lambda$ and can tell whether past and future regret are complements or substitutes.

\(^{11}\) The results in the previous section show a limited role for risk aversion, so for the analysis reported below, we assume risk neutrality, though we also estimate the model assuming CRRA preferences. When allowing for risk preferences (online Appendix I.2), we define the future regret as the disutility at the future highest peak, $-\alpha U(s_{f,t}, \rho)$, where $U(\cdot, \rho)$ is a CRRA utility with risk aversion coefficient $\rho$. An alternative approach would be to define it as the expectation of a regret function over possible draws of the future price, e.g., $E[U(\max_{s_{t+1}\leq T} \{y_t\})|y_t]$. This, however, would entail significant estimation difficulties. Our definition is in line with the idea that participants have a “target income” at any point in time (see, e.g., Camerer et al. 1997; Crawford and Meng 2011).

\(^{12}\) It should also be acknowledged that this is not a standard regret aversion function that has one reference point and two parameters like in Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden (1982). Since we focus on two reference points (past and future regret), such a function would complicate both the estimation and the interpretation of the results across conditions. Also, we opted for the linear utility, as the nonlinearity of classic utilities with regret would be infeasible to estimate in our setting due to the already complex calculations involved in computing $s_{f,t}$.
be anything depending on the nature of interaction between past and future regret. Thus, estimating the three regret parameters in the two conditions will allow us to test our ideas about the role of past and future regret and, in addition, will make it possible to tell how the reference point changes in time depending on the relative sizes of past and future regret.

Our definition of the future regret is a major departure from the analysis in Strack and Viefers (2021), who focus only on the regret over past decisions. The novelty of our approach is that we consider a decision-maker who takes into account both the endogenously changing past reference point (the past peak) and the exogenously given information about the possibility of future regret, which shares features with the classical static regret. Thus, our decision-maker is affected by both the past price shocks, as in Strack and Viefers (2021), and by the knowledge of the availability of price information after selling the asset, which comes at a cost since the decision-maker may be future regret averse. We model these two forces with separate reference points, one in the past and one in the future, and investigate empirically whether they subdue or reinforce each other.

IV. A Structural Model of Dynamic Regret Avoidance

To assess the role of dynamic regret avoidance in decision-making, we assume that participants follow an optimal policy when choosing to sell the asset given some parameters of the regret-averse utility function. We estimate a dynamic discrete choice model (e.g., Rust 1987, 1994) where the value from selling the asset is directly compared with the continuation value: participants sell when the former is larger than the latter. This section sketches the model that will be taken to the data in Section V. Online Appendix H provides the full derivation.

In our experiment, the evolution of the price of the asset is Markovian, as the price in period $t+1$ depends only on the price in period $t$. So participants decide to sell the asset if the current outcome is greater than the discounted value of the future outcomes, which can be represented by a value function. In each period $t$, one of two choices is made: to sell the asset ($d_t = 0$) or to keep it ($d_t = 1$). As in Section III, $u(x_t)$ denotes the regret-averse utility from selling the asset when the current state is $x_t = (y_t, s_{p,t}, s_{f,t}) \in X$. A decision-maker’s intertemporal expected utility is

$$E \left[ \sum_{t=1}^{T} \beta^{t-1} (1 - d_t) u(x_t) + \varepsilon_t^d \right],$$

where the expectation is taken over the values of the independent variables $x_t$ and $\beta \in (0, 1)$ is the discounting factor. Similarly to most of the binary static discrete choice models, the value of each choice includes additive iid extreme value type 1 errors ($\varepsilon_t = (\varepsilon_t^0, \varepsilon_t^1)$), which account for unobserved variables that may affect the decisions. Notice that the decision-maker receives actual utility in only one period when the asset is sold. However, the common structure of the discrete choice models assumes intertemporal optimization with random shocks to the utility, which necessitates the formulation of the expected utility above.
The dynamic environment can be summarized using a value function \( v^d_t(x_t) \), which represents the time discounted utility obtained by the decision-maker who follows the optimal policy at \( t \):

\[
(2) \quad v^d_t(x_t) = \begin{cases} 
    u(x_t), & \text{if } d_t = 0 \text{ (sell)}; \\
    \beta E_x \left[ E_{\varepsilon} \left[ \max \left\{ \frac{v^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1})}{v^1_{t+1}(x_{t+1})} \right\} | x_t \right] \right], & \text{if } d_t = 1 \text{ (keep)}. 
\end{cases}
\]

This equation summarizes the decision problem of the agent: given current state \( x_t \), she will keep the asset if this provides more utility than selling it, i.e., if \( v^1_t(x_t) > v^0_t(x_t) \). The payoff from keeping the asset corresponds to the discounted value from behaving optimally in the next period. Thus, \( v^1 \) includes the expectation over the state variables in the next period, \( x_{t+1} \), and the errors, \( \varepsilon_{t+1} \).

The large size of the state space \( \mathcal{X} \) and the large number of periods make a solution by backward induction (the classic method when periods are finite) a daunting task. To estimate (2), we rely on the fact that the distribution of the observed choices uniquely identifies the utility function (Hotz and Miller 1993), which allows us to transform (2) into a set of equations that can be estimated by the least squares method (e.g., Pesendorfer and Schmidt-Dengler 2008).

Intuitively, the agent will choose to keep or sell the asset depending on which action provides the higher value conditional on any given realization of the state variable \( x_t \). Therefore, we expect this relation to be reflected in the probability of choosing each action conditional on the state and period. For this case, Hotz and Miller (1993) show the existence of an invertible mapping between the value functions and the related probability of choosing each action given \( x_t \). This probability is known as the conditional choice probability (CCP) and is denoted by \( p^1_t(x_t) = \Pr(d_t = 1|x_t) \) for the probability of continuing and \( p^0_t(x_t) = \Pr(d_t = 0|x_t) \) for the probability of selling at \( t \). Since the CCP can be estimated directly from the data, we treat \( p^0_t(x_t) \) as a known object for all \( t \) and \( x_t \). The identification procedure uses the CCP—together with the properties of the logit distribution—to express equation (2) in terms of data.

The logit assumption gives an analytical solution for the probability of choosing each action. For example, the probability of selling is \( p^0_t(x_t) = 1 / (1 + \exp(v^1_t(x_t) - v^0_t(x_t))) \), which depends on the difference between the values of keeping and selling in (2). This difference is

\[
(3) \quad v^1_t(x_t) - v^0_t(x_t) = -u(x_t) + \beta E_x \left[ E_{\varepsilon} \left[ \max \left\{ v^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1}) + \varepsilon_{t+1}, v^1_{t+1}(x_{t+1}) + \varepsilon_{t+1} \right\} \right] | x_t \right].
\]

This equation can be simplified further by exploiting the properties of the logistic error structure, as in Hotz and Miller (1993). First, let’s consider the LHS of (3). We can rewrite \( v^1_t(x_t) - v^0_t(x_t) \) as a function of \( p^0_t(x_t) \) using their relationship shown.
above. Denote this function by \( \phi(p^0_t(x_t)) \equiv \ln(1 - p^0_t(x_t)) - \ln(p^0_t(x_t)) \). Thus, the difference between the value of keeping and selling the asset can be thought of in terms of changes in the probability of selling the asset. This means that the left-hand side of (3) is a known function of the data, the CCP. Next, the inner expectation and the max operator in the right-hand side of (3) can also be simplified using the properties of the logit errors. Online Appendix H shows all the steps of this derivation. As a result, (3) becomes

\[
\phi(p^0_t(x_t)) = -u(x_t) + \beta \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} \left( u(x_{t+1}) - \ln(p^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1})) \right) f(x_{t+1}|x_t),
\]

where \( f(x_{t+1}|x_t) \) is the known transition probability between consecutive periods in \( \mathcal{X} \) estimated from the data, and the summation substitutes the integration with respect to \( x_{t+1} \) as we discretize the state space before estimation.

Several observations about the equation (4) should be made. First, it summarizes intertemporal choices by only comparing the gain from selling in the next period (i.e., \( \sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} u(x_{t+1}) f(x_{t+1}|x_t) \)) with the expected (log) probability of selling in the next period given by \( -\sum_{x_{t+1} \in \mathcal{X}} \ln(p^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1})) f(x_{t+1}|x_t) \). This last term is important because it incorporates the continuation value and can be thought of as the utility from waiting for a better price. In fact, this expectation is proportional to the continuation value at \( t+1 \) through the definition of the CCP. Hence, we know that the right-hand side of (4) increases when agents expect high returns from keeping the asset in the following periods. Because the left-hand side of (4) corresponds to the difference between the value functions from keeping and selling the asset, a greater continuation value implies that the agent is more likely to keep the asset in period \( t \).

Second, given the same continuation value, if \( \omega > 0 \), the model predicts that the agent will be less likely to sell in period \( t \) if the distance between the past peak and the current price is larger than the expectation of the same difference in the following period. To see this, notice that the right-hand side of (4) increases if the difference between the past peak and the current price goes up, which in turn should increase the left-hand side or decrease the probability of selling. This reasoning can also be applied to the future expected peak. In the Info condition, the agent will be less likely to sell the asset in period \( t \) if \( s_{f,t} > E[s_{f,t+1}] \) and \( \alpha > 0 \), other things equal. This follows again from the increase in the right-hand side of (4) when the expectation of the future peak changes marginally.

We have constructed a simple two-step estimator. The first step involves recovering the CCP and the transition matrix directly from the data. In the second step, these objects are plugged into (3). This gives us the objective function (equation (4)) used

\[13\] The CCP of selling the asset is \( p^0_{t+1}(x_t) = 1/(1 + \exp(v^1_t(x_t) - v^0_t(x_t))) \). This can be transformed into \( v^1_t(x_t) - v^0_t(x_t) = \ln(1 - p^0_t(x_t)) - \ln(p^0_t(x_t)) \).

\[14\] The discretization of the state space is necessary to estimate the model. For our experiment, this is not a problem; the participants face a discrete state space anyway, as \( y_t \) was rounded to cents. The discretization is implemented according to the approach proposed by Tauchen (1986) to approximate a vector autoregression model with a finite state Markov chain. All variables (current price, past peak, and future peak) are discretized on the same support in [0.59, 9.32]. The distance between the 400 bins is €0.02. This method is described in detail in online Appendix G.

\[15\] From the derivations above, we have \( -\ln(p^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1})) = \ln(1 + \exp(v^1_{t+1}(x_{t+1}) - v^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1}))) \), which is approximately equal to \( v^1_{t+1}(x_{t+1}) - v^0_{t+1}(x_{t+1}) \).
to estimate a parameterized version of the utility of selling the asset $u(x_t)$, which includes regret-averse components for the two conditions (Info and No Info). In conclusion, the procedure just described relies on the common logit assumption in the binary choice literature, the presence of a terminating action (selling the asset), and the Markovian nature of the changes in the state variables.

V. Estimation of the Structural Model

We now turn to the estimation of the dynamic discrete choice model in Section IV. However, before proceeding to the estimation of (3), we analyze how the CCP differs in the two conditions, as this can further elucidate the mechanisms at play.

A. Estimation of the Conditional Choice Probabilities

The conditional probability of selling the asset (or continuing) at period $t$ is computed directly from the data. We exclude periods 15 and 50 since no one sold the asset in the former (first choice period) and the choice is forced in the latter (last period). Participants sell their asset in different periods, resulting in a highly unbalanced dataset. The CCPs are constructed using a logit estimator of the choices of the active participants in each period $t \in \{16, \ldots, 49\}$ as a function of the realized state variables. It is important to stress that there are two policy functions to be estimated for each period since the experiment has two conditions. The CCP for either the No Info or Info condition in period $t$ can be represented as follows:

$$\text{Pr}\{d_t = 0|x_t\} = \Lambda(\beta_y y_t + \beta_s s_{p,t} + \beta_{sp,t}), \quad \forall t \in \{16, \ldots, 49\},$$

where $\Lambda(\cdot)$ stands for the logistic distribution. In principle, several other valid specifications can be used. However, since the sample size shrinks as participants sell their assets over time, adding additional covariates undermines the identification of the parameters.\[^{16}\]

Figure 5 shows the projections of the time-averaged fitted CCP in the No Info condition.\[^{17}\] Specifically, each line represents the estimate of the probability of selling that results from averaging the fitted values of 34 logit regressions (1 for each time period).\[^{18}\] For prices below €5, the probability of selling is the highest when the past peak is €3, is lower when the past peak is €5, and is close to 0 for past peaks €7 and €8. This means that when prices are low, the participants are strongly influenced by the size of the past peak and wait for the price to become closer to it. For the past peaks €7 and €8, which are very common in our data, the probability of

\[^{16}\] Adding square and interaction terms creates a large multicollinearity problem, eventually impairing the identification of the $\beta_{sp}$ coefficients. In fact, the singular value decomposition of the matrices of covariates in (5) show that including these terms makes it ill conditioned in most periods. Also, clustering at subject level does not affect the results.

\[^{17}\] For the purpose of making this graph illustrative, the CCPs in Figure 5 were calculated without the future regret term, or assuming $\beta_{sp} = 0$ in (5).

\[^{18}\] Thus, the CCPs in Figures 5 and 6 are shown just for illustration. They are out-of-sample estimates that do not take into account the influence of the current price on the past peak (i.e., the current price cannot be larger than the highest observed price).
sells increases rapidly when the price approaches €7. This demonstrates that the past peak indeed serves as a reference point.

Figure 6 illustrates similar projections of the CCP in the Info condition. For fixed value of future regret, the relationship between the curves with past regret equal to €5 and €7 is the same as in Figure 5. However, the effect of past regret is much smaller in this case. We conjecture that this is due to the presence of the future regret term that dominates the past regret. In what follows, we show that there is a substitution effect between past and future regret that can explain this pattern.

B. Estimation of the Parameters

In order to causally connect regret avoidance and decisions to sell in our experiment, we estimate (4) by nonlinear least squares procedure (Bajari et al. 2016).

We proceed with the estimation of a parametric version of (4) where the per-period utility from selling is defined as

\[ u(y_t, s_{p,t}, s_{f,t}) = \pi y_t - 1_{\text{No info}}(\omega_1 s_{p,t} + \alpha_1 s_{f,t} + \lambda_1 s_{p,t} s_{f,t}) \]

\[ -1_{\text{Info}}(\omega_2 s_{p,t} + \alpha_2 s_{f,t} + \lambda_2 s_{p,t} s_{f,t}). \]

Figure 5. Probability of Selling the Asset in the No Info Condition

Notes: The effect of the past peak on the probability of selling the asset in the No Info condition. The CCP is computed by taking the average of the fitted values for all periods \( t \in \{16, \ldots, 49\} \). This figure is for illustrative purpose only and is based on a state space discretized over 200 bins.
This is the regret-averse utility discussed in Section III. Specifically, we assume that participants take into account both past and future regret in both the Info and No Info conditions but do it in potentially different ways. The estimation of the six regret parameters denoted by the subscripts “NI” for No Info and “I” for Info conditions should provide support to our hypotheses.19

Table 2 shows the estimated parameters of the utility function. As we have hypothesized, the estimates of the past regret parameters $\hat{\omega}^\text{NI}$ and $\hat{\omega}^\text{I}$ are positive and significant for all discount factor specifications. This demonstrates that our participants respond to past regret in both conditions. We also observe that $\hat{\alpha}^\text{I}$ is positive and significant, which implies that participants have future regret in the markets where they know that future prices will be available. Importantly, the coefficients $\hat{\alpha}^\text{NI}$ and $\hat{\lambda}^\text{NI}$ are not significant in all models. Thus, we conclude that the future expected peak plays no role in the decisions to sell when the participants know that they will not observe the future prices after selling. The observation that future expected peak only enters selling decisions when future prices are observable is crucial since it refutes any theory that incorporates $s_{f,t}$ in the utility function but is not based on emotional reactions related to observability of future prices. Any such theory would predict no difference between the Info and No Info conditions since participants can easily use $s_{f,t}$—which is essentially an expectation—for their

19 The indicator functions $1_d$ distinguish the utility derived in one condition from the other. The parameters $\pi, \omega^\text{NI}, \alpha^\text{NI}, \lambda^\text{NI}, \omega^\text{I}, \alpha^\text{I}, \lambda^\text{I}$ are free to vary and indicate how strongly participants’ decisions are affected by regret.
decisions in both conditions. Thus, our findings provide a strong and direct evidence of past and future regret avoidance.

Next, we turn to the interpretation of the coefficient $\hat{\lambda}_I$ on the interaction of past and future regret in the Info condition. Notice that it is negative and significant. This confirms the presence of a substitution effect between the two types of regret. The size of $\hat{\lambda}_I$ allows us to conclude that participants are only affected by one type of regret at a time. In particular, they pay attention only to the largest of the two: when either past or future regret is large and the other is small, the interaction term offsets the effect of the small term (see Figure 7 in Section VI). Moreover, the presence of the interaction term implies that participants switch their focus between past and future regret dynamically within each market depending on which peak is larger. This suggests that people can be surprisingly flexible at being past or future oriented when it comes to selling decisions in dynamic settings.\footnote{In online Appendix I.1, we also estimate a model in which we assume that the decision-maker does not anticipate future regret in the No Info condition as well as several other robustness analyses (online Appendix I.2). The estimates confirm the conclusions from Table 2.}

Finally, we verify that our results cannot be explained by loss aversion. A loss occurs if the asset is sold at a price below the purchase price in period 15. Before, in Section II, we have provided arguments that loss aversion cannot explain our data. Here, we go further and explicitly estimate a structural model with utility that has a loss aversion term in it. The estimation is reported in online Appendix I.3. The loss aversion term is not significant. This also supports our results in Table 2: the estimates of the past and future regret stay unchanged. We conclude that loss aversion plays no role in the decision to sell the asset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$\beta = 99.65%$</th>
<th>$\beta = 99.60%$</th>
<th>$\beta = 99.55%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>1.789</td>
<td>1.788</td>
<td>1.787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
<td>(0.014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\omega}_{NI}$</td>
<td>1.432</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>1.643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.462)</td>
<td>(0.413)</td>
<td>(0.376)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\omega}_I$</td>
<td>2.609</td>
<td>2.585</td>
<td>2.562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.473)</td>
<td>(0.424)</td>
<td>(0.385)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\alpha}_{NI}$</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.341)</td>
<td>(0.303)</td>
<td>(0.274)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\alpha}_I$</td>
<td>1.761</td>
<td>1.719</td>
<td>1.679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.348)</td>
<td>(0.309)</td>
<td>(0.281)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\lambda}_{NI}$</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>-0.059</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tilde{\lambda}_I$</td>
<td>-0.265</td>
<td>-0.260</td>
<td>-0.256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.053)</td>
<td>(0.048)</td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>111,613</td>
<td>111,613</td>
<td>111,613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Standard errors are in parentheses. The CCP is computed using the formula in (5) for both conditions.
VI. Discussion

We find a strong imprint of past regret on the decisions of our participants in an optimal stopping experiment. Our main findings, however, lie in the domain of future regret and its dynamic interaction with past regret, and they can be summarized as follows. First, the participants are able to contemplate the counterfactual situation in which they sell the asset today and later regret it when the price goes up. Moreover, they take this possibility into account by trying to sell the asset at a price closer to the future expected maximum. Second, the participants are not always influenced by future regret. They take it into account only when they know that the information about future prices will be available after they sell the asset. Third, past and future regret do not work independently. They interact by offsetting each other, which leads to only the strongest being reflected in the decisions.

When comparing the selling behavior in the No Info and Info conditions, it is important to note that the conditions differ only in the information provided after the choice was made. Before the choice, the exactly identical information is conveyed to the decision-maker. Therefore, in principle, it is possible to choose in the same way in both conditions. Namely, nothing stops the participants from calculating the expected future maximum value and acting upon it even if the future prices are not revealed. However, as the estimation of the structural model demonstrates, this is not the case, and the same participant who avoids future regret in the Info condition chooses to ignore it in the No Info condition. This is particularly surprising given that making optimal selling decisions in our dynamic environment involves calculating future expected prices even without deliberation on future regret. This exposes the complexity of intertemporal choice by the regret-averse participants and, particularly, its sensitivity to the context and information available in the future.21

The estimation of the structural model shows a significant interaction effect between past and future regret in the Info condition. Specifically, this interaction is negative and thus works to counteract the effect of the smaller regret term (past or future). This mechanism, though static in nature, creates a compelling dynamic effect: the impact of the past and the future on the probability of selling changes in time as the past and future regret terms change in relative size. Figure 7 provides a graphical intuition. In the left graph before period 18, the past regret term, which is dominated by the future regret term, is offset by the interaction. After this period, the roles of the past and future regret terms switch, and the future regret is now offset by the interaction term. Overall, the interaction term in both graphs is close to the minimum of the past and future regret terms that makes the higher regret term exert most of the influence on the decision to sell. The participants try to minimize the distance from a global highest peak or \( \max\{s_{p,t}, s_{f,t}\} \), thus treating the past and the (expected) future in the same way. It should be emphasized that this result has emerged endogenously without introducing the maximum of the two peaks as the definition of the regret function. This also explains the different

---

21 The ability to contemplate hypothetical counterfactual scenarios is also experimentally investigated by Esponda and Vespa (2014) in a different environment with multiple agents with strategic interactions and sequential decisions.
rates at which participants in the No Info and Info conditions sell when the current price is in the vicinity of the past peak, as documented in panel B of Figure 4. In the early periods, future regret is a reference point for the participants in the Info condition but not the participants in the No Info condition. As time goes by, the saliency of past regret increases, eventually dominating the future regret term (see Figure 7).

In our experiment, this effect is detected within subjects, which means that orientation toward the past or the future can change rapidly depending on the circumstances. More importantly, this implies that the behavior on financial markets can potentially be influenced by seemingly unrelated events that nevertheless refocus the attention of the investors on the past or expected future developments (e.g., Klibanoff, Lamont, and Wizman 1998; Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer 2018). For example, in our setting, the value of the expected future maximum depends on the number of periods left before the market closure: for any fixed current price, the closer the end, the lower the expected future maximum. Therefore, sudden news that the closure will happen earlier should decrease future regret and thus make investors more wary of the past. This can potentially lead to two outcomes: if the past peak was high and was dominating the expected future peak, then nothing should change; however, if the past peak was low and was dominated by the expected future peak, then early closure can lead to a selling spree since the dominating regret term—in this case, future regret—has decreased. A similar pattern to the dynamic substitution we elicited in our study was also found across New York taxi drivers in their labor supply decisions (Crawford and Meng 2011). While drivers have flexible schedules and can stop driving after any trip, their choices seem to target either income or
hours worked. In particular, it is the furthest (from the current state) among the two objectives that is the dominant reference point.

The findings of our study add to the existing literature on the multiplicity of reference points (e.g., Kahneman 1992; Baucells, Weber, and Welfens 2011) and their endogenous formation (e.g., Köszegi and Rabin 2006, 2007; Gill and Prowse 2012) by fully spelling out their mechanism and estimating their relationship in a dynamic setting. We conclude that ex post information shapes agents’ actions in our dynamic setting and that agents make no attempt to integrate competing/different reference points but rather dynamically select the most relevant one.

Our results imply another interesting behavioral effect that is concerned with the potential choice between observing and not observing the future price after selling the asset. In particular, the estimates of the utility parameters suggest that having no information should be preferable to having it ($\hat{\omega}_{NI} < \hat{\alpha}_I < \hat{\omega}_I$). So it is not inconceivable that the investors would be willing to pay for not being able to observe the future prices of the asset (e.g., Bell 1983; Caplin and Leahy 2001). This can have consequences for policies directed at the regulation of stock market trading such as short selling (selling to subsequently repurchase an asset), which could be welfare improving over bans (Beber and Pagano 2013). Nevertheless, we would like to stress that the relative size of past and future regret and their interaction is an empirical question that requires case-by-case analysis. Moreover, we believe that our approach could be used to investigate the role of regret avoidance in real-life dynamic situations.

VII. Conclusion

In an experimental task that resembles a stock market, we study how past and future regret avoidance influences selling decisions. We use a dynamic discrete choice model to evaluate the parameters of a utility function that incorporates regret avoidance preferences and find that both past and future regret play an important role in the choices to sell. When participants in the experiment know that after they sell the asset, they will no longer see the evolution of the price, their decisions to sell are strongly influenced by past regret avoidance. Namely, participants keep the asset longer in order to sell at a price close to the highest past price observed. When participants are aware that after they sell the asset, they will continue to observe the price on the market, their choices to sell change: now future regret avoidance also becomes important. Participants take into account the anticipated future regret that they would experience if the price of the asset increased after they sold it, and they try to minimize this effect.

Moreover, we find that past and future regret avoidance do not just influence the decisions in a simple additive way. They interact with each other. In particular, participants pay more attention to the type of regret that is more prominent: if the past highest peak looms higher than the expected future peak, then past regret avoidance enters the decision to sell. If the anticipated regret in the future is larger than the potential past regret, then future regret avoidance becomes important. This substitution effect was not previously mentioned in the literature and may be of particular interest to policymakers.
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